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WARNING: You are about to discover how anyone can achieve extraordinary success by simply

harnessing the power of his or her memoryWhat If I told you that you could learn and memorize

more in less time? Stay focused, quit being frustrated, Improve concentration, be more productive

and absorb info like a human spongeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ and best of all do it in as little as five minutes a day?In

Computer Memory that's exactly what you'll getAnyone, at any age, can improve their

memoryItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s true.Getting older doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have to mean becoming more forgetful.

Actually, as you age your memory can become better because you have more experience and

knowledge to connect with new information and thus make it easier to remember.So if you have

ever been frustrated with yourself for failing to remember even the simplest things in life Ã¢â‚¬Â¦

things like birthdays, telephone numbers or even where you left your keys Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ take heart.You

can improve your memory.In fact, you can easily improve it so dramatically that it will change your

life forever Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ and you can do it in as little as five minutes a day!Just think how great your life

would be if you could:Master your attention so you can focus and concentrate longer, even during

challenging or stressful situationsEffortlessly remember important dates, appointments, meetings

and schedules weeks, months or even years ahead without missing a single one!Painlessly

remember information that will boost your career, skyrocket your grades and save yourself the

sheer inconvenience of having to carry thick references!Remember names without social

awkwardness or anxietyDevelop unbreakable concentration and focusNow stop imagining and keep

reading to discover how to turn all the above into reality.The Truth About Your MemoryThe truth is

out: The human brain is undisputedly powerful.Researchers have found that both parts of our brain

(the left and right cortexes) work together 100% of the time to capture every single piece of

information we feed it.Now let's think about this for a moment ... You have with you right now an

amazing storage facility that FAR exceeds any super computer ever built, envisioned or

designed.It's up to you to use it to the fullest!I can almost hear you crying out loud Ã¢â‚¬Â¦

Ã¢â‚¬Å“If my brain is such a great storage facility: Why is it so difficult to remember shopping lists,

or all the nitty gritty stuff I need to know?Ã¢â‚¬Â•The answer is simple:Your memory is untrained. In

fact, anyone who remembers things by rote (by regular repetition) is putting his untrained memory to

work. To harness the full capabilities of your brain, you need to learn how to use a combination of

techniques that I call flash memorization which will UNLEASH the collaborative power of both brain

hemispheres.Here's a sample of what you'll learnHow to use a little-known Ã¢â‚¬Å“imaginary

travelingÃ¢â‚¬Â• memorization method to have fun while you rememberOne of the most powerful

systems ever developed to memorize lists, numbers or words Ã¢â‚¬â€œ learn this and you will



always have a "secret weapon" up your sleevesHow to remember long running lists and have the

ability to recall any item in the list, regardless of positionHow to shorten the time you need to

remember by up to 70%How to use a single cheat sheet of just 10 items to virtually imprint

numbers, words and information in your mind on demandAnd much, much moreWhat are you

waiting for?Develop a Computer Memory by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page
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This is an awesome self-development and educated nook! Topics were very interesting especially

about on how we'll develop our memory like a computer. Found it so cool. It's not that I'm so

forgetful but i admit sometimes i do (especially when we're to busy at work and stressed out), but i

think this will be a great helpful to those who wanna improve their memory. Great tool with effective

techniques that's powerful and will harness the full capabilities of our brain.

One of the amazing qualities of the brain is that it is highly programmable and has an astonishing

ability to adapt and change. So there are lots of things we can do when we want to stay mentally



sharp. The book lists and explains some of the best methods and exercises we must learn and

follow to enhance our ability to learn new information, and improve our memory at any age. Some of

the practical tips are fun too.

This book give me bunches of information to find out about computer memory.Link method is an

effective method for recalling something.After reading this book i comprehend about the genuine

trial of memory which we can recollect anything when stand alone.It is less demanding to recollect

something that is sorted out that something that is scattered.Its a magnificent tool to the person who

need to enhance memory."Mnemonic Memory game" was useful system to member

numbers,names and words.General awesome book .Thanks..!

This book provides useful techniques for improving your memory.The techniques are practical and

easy to apply.Very good tips to help you remember a whole list of useful informations for your day to

day life.A good book on Mnemonics especially for beginners!

Inspirational way to be proactive in your life

A best book about Mnemonics I have read.To be honest I gained a lot from here. This book is

super.l

This is a great book for them who want's to achieve extraordinary success by simply harnessing the

power of memory.All of the things, tips and guides that I need to stay focused, quit being frustrated,

Improve concentration, be more productive and absorb info like a human sponge are already

included and well written inside and best of all it take as little as five minutes a day. Michael Davis

has done an incredible awesome job in compiling and creating this book.Also the unique part of this

book is how to shorten the time anyone need to remember by up to 70% and the step by step

advise has been useful and well explained.

I have tried numerous mnemonic techniques and they never worked for me. But thanks to this book

I am now able to remember numbers, dates and everything else with ease. I can healthfully

recommend it.
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